February 20, 2020

To Whom it may concern,

I have had the pleasure of serving as Tom and Lori Connolly's veterinarian for over 16 years. I can personally attest to not only the quality of the dogs, but to the quality of care they receive.

I've been to their home. I've seen where the pups are whelped. I've viewed the computer program, designed by Lori, that documents all aspects of breedings, birth weights, growth rates, eye and coat color genetics, as well as countless other statistics that are really helping to establish the standards of this up and coming Pomsky breed.

I remember the day Lori talked to me about bringing the Pomsky breed to New England....from the ground up. To be honest, I'd never heard of such a combo, despite having been in practice since 1985. This was not a whim decision on the Connolly's part. They asked the tough questions about what it takes to establish such a breeding program from scratch.....not utilizing two Pomskys...but starting at the core of the breed.....with a quality Husky and a quality Pomeranian. The Connollys began this endeavor knowing it was going to be a long, tedious, expensive road to reach their goal.

And they have succeeded.

I wholeheartedly recommend TLC Pomskys. These pups not only come with a genetically sound constitution and temperament....but with the expertise of a breeder who is in it for the long haul with those who welcome one of their pups into their heart.

Sincerely,

June Sailor-O'Day DVM